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Regional networks

GWP Central and Eastern Europe

- Regional and transboundary cooperation
- Supporting water-secure agenda on a regional level
- Engagement with youth and young water professionals
- Transfer of partners’ experience in the region and beyond

Highlights are also realized through nature-based solutions activities
Welcome to register!

Key topics (but not limited to)

- Droughts and floods
- Sustainable sanitation and water reuse
- Nature-based solutions in cities

Learn
Master the art of IWRM by browsing our handpicked resources and tools, pulled together by practitioners and professionals from all over the world.

Explore
Discover what IWRM means in practice with empirical case studies from all around the world. Match what you want to do with practical solutions by using our tailored curator and explore our IWRM surveys.

Connect
Connect with the network and communities of water professionals, innovators, practitioners, and policymakers who are passionate about working towards a water secure world.

Nature-based Solutions in Water Management
Online course on nature-based solutions in urban areas

Online course✓ June 2022 - February 2023✓ New opening in 2023✓ 404 registered participants✓ 189 completed the course✓ Excellent evaluation results!

www.circular-city.eu

A network of > 640 experts on nature-based solutions from 39 European countries
Nature-based solutions as key topic in the region